
APGAR
Advanced Analytics

Leverage the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
Big Data and the Cloud to create business value 
at scale.
APGAR Advanced Analytics provides your organization with  
a comprehensive portfolio of services to help you in using Data  
and apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) for business advantage.

Business Case Discovery
Business Problem Understanding
Data Understanding
Mission (Value Proposition and Success Criteria)

Enable for Value Realization
Model Deployment
Model serving integration
Visualization implementation

Experiment for Proof-of-Value
Data Preparation
Model development, training and evaluation
Proof-of-Value Evaluation

Automate for Scale and Agility 
ML models versioning and experiments management
Model automated deployment
Model monitoring

Financial Services
Real-time recommendation engine for home banking
Customer segmentation based on behavior

Utilities
Predictive maintenance in wind power generation farms
Fill missing key attributes in maintenance orders using NLP

Retail
Market Bask Analysis to enhance product recommendation
Customer Loyalty Scores by using Sentiment Analysis

Other
Predictive customer churn models
Predictive credit scoring
HVAC (heat, ventilation, air conditioning) energy  
consumption optimization, a “Data for Green” example

AI Advisory Services
APGAR AI Advisory helps you extend 
your Data Governance Framework to 
include AI compliance, and ethical and 
sustainability guidelines.

Business Cases
Many organizations are already 
benefitting from Advanced  
Analytics. Find bellow some  
examples to inspire you.

End-to-end ML Solutions
Our Data Engineers, Data Scientists, 
and Machine Learning Engineers  
deliver ML solutions following an agile 
and value-oriented methodology



Manufacturing

Pharmaceuticals

Retail

Energy

Oil & Gas

RILP is an integrated AI platform that uses Deep  
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) state of the art 
ML algorithms and distributed computing to 
train, deploy, serve and monitor ML models in 
private or public clouds. 

RILP is used to create autonomous or semi-autonomous AI solutions, to increase  
Operational Performance, on a wide range of industries. 

  Automate machine scheduling to maximize throughput when faced  
with input and demand variability

  Automate chemistry, manufacturing, and controls (CMC)  
to maximize batch yield and quality

  Optimize routing, logistics network planning, and warehouse  
operations to reduce costs and improve customer satisfaction
  Optimize inbound and outbound delivery networks to minimize  
shipping delays and associated costs

  Deliver advanced personalization to adapt promotions, offers,  
and recommendations for increased customer and sales

  Minimize the operating cost of microgrids considering the uncertainty  
of renewable energy  generation load demand, and electricity prices
  Optimize predictive maintenance interventions to reduce costs  
(unplanned failures, unplanned outages, repairs…)

  Optimize tanker routing to reduce costs and ensure on-time delivery

and Logistics
Transport

RILP AI Platform

Simple to Use
Train, deploy, serve and monitor ML models 
with minimal coding experience and no data 
science skills

Simulation based training
ML models are trained using a simulation  
(digital twin) of your real system instead  
of historical data

Scalable and low cost
Use your private cloud or low-cost public cloud 
computing services for virtual infinite scalability 

Powerful AI behind the scenes
A wide range of DRL algorithms and  
hyperparameter tunning capabilities are  
included for advanced use cases

RILP
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